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ENGLISH TRAVEL
The day in London !
Our favorite part about the travel was the day in London. Firstly, we would like to describe this
day (what we did) and secondly, explain and comment why we liked it.
First of all, we were into the bus at 8:00. All the travel, we played a card game so funny that we
didn't see the time passed ! At 11:00, we arrived in London, where we were placed beware of
the Natural History Museum.
We've decided to go to Harrods, the most
famous market of London! At the moment we
set feet, we were strangely impressionned by
the
incredible
atmosphere.
It's
very
complicated to explain, but we felt a sort of
peace because we saw everyone running, like
us. We wanted to see a golden baby-foot, so
we went into all of the levels in the search of
it. Unfortunately, we didn't found it, but we
past a very good afternoon! This market was
very huge, so we talked to about ten police
men, because we were lost in this big mazetower... All of our friends were attracted by the
new technologies like laptops, phones, television our headphones...
We exit it with stars in the eyes! In the second time, we went into the Natural History Museum.
It was so big that we couldn't see everything...
We had to choose the highlights of this place,
in order to see the best things possible. At the
first time, we went into the prehistoric's animals
gallery, where we saw some giants bones of
antics fishes or T-Rex! Next we saw dead birds
and a rarely Dodo, the unfounded type of birds!
After that we went into the pacific room, where
it had a lot of shells and aquatics animals, like a
very big fish or a giant whale ! Finally, our
museum's tour finished by a see into the
emeralds and precious rocks room. They were
all of the rocks possibles! We saw a meteoric iron, an Amethyst, and finally the beautiful Ostro
Stone! Like Harrods, we exit this place with stars in the eyes, because it was a very
impressioning and beautiful museum! We slept a lot in the bus, thank to this very rough day!

THE END!

